COLORADO CONVENTION CENTER
Denver, CO

**Project:** Expansion and Renovation

**Architect:** Fentress Bradburn Architects

**Contractor:** Hensel Phelps Construction Co.

**Duration:** 1 year

**Completion:** December 2004

**QUIKRETE® Products Used:**

- QUIKRETE 5000® - 8,000 to 10,000 bag
- Core Fill Grout (Fine) - 200 bags (3000 lb. bulk bags)
- Mason Mix Type S - 300 bags (3000 lb. bulk bags)
  18,000 to 20,000 bags (94LB bags)

The Colorado Convention Center underwent major expansion and renovations adding approximately 292,000 square feet resulting in a total 792,00 square feet of event space. The project incorporated our 3000lb bulk bags and silo system with our 94 lb bags or mason mix for mixture and use in areas too small to fit a silo. The project also utilized the product QUIKRETE® 5000, a concrete mix that achieves 5000 psi in 28 days. QUIKRETE® 5000 is perfect for commercial grade use. The Colorado Convention Center utilizes design and function and "it's state-of-the-art technology infrastructure".